In the Beginning
By Burt Weiner, K6OQK

There seems to be a lot of stories running around about me having been the chief engineer at KPFK.
I never was their chief nor did I ever work for them in any capacity other than having done a few
board operating shifts for them as a volunteer back in the mid 50’s while in high school. That was it.
That was my only connection to them.
So, where did these stories come from? There have been several people that are said to be the
“Official Historians” of the WA6TDD repeater. The problem with these “historians” and the beginning
of the repeater is that none of them were there at the time. The repeater moved to the KPFK
transmitter building in late 1962. Probably the first person, other than myself to know the real history
of the repeater would be Bob Thornburg, WB6JPI, but Bob didn’t arrive on the WA6TDD repeater
until sometime in 1965. Other “historians” showed up several years later. From reading the stories
attributed to these “historians” I can only say that a lot of assumptions and embellishments were
made resulting in a lot of pure fiction about the repeater’s early days.
So, just how did the repeater really come about being in the KPFK building on Mt. Wilson?
My intense interest and desire for building a repeater came after meeting Art Gentry, W6MEP* and
seeing his K6MYK repeater located on Mt. Lee above the Hollywood sign. Remote control and
automatic systems had always fascinated me, so part of this adventure would be to obtain remote
control authorization for K6OQK. Since the application would require schematics and block diagrams,
I arranged for the FCC application to become my senior high school drafting class project. The FCC
granted the application and simultaneously issued a Second Station call of WA6TDD. That license
was assigned to the home of my high school home room and drafting teacher, located near the top of
Mulholland and Beverly Glenn.
The first version of the repeater was fairly primitive at best - But it worked!
An acquaintance of mine had become a volunteer board operator at KPFK and one afternoon asked if
I wanted to go visit "the station” and see their new studios? I thought that would be fun, so off we
went. While we were there I was introduced to Bill Acord who was KPFK’s chief engineer. Bill and I
became friends and one day, maybe two or three months later, I privately asked him about the
possibility of putting the repeater in their building on Mt. Wilson. I really expected to be politely turned
down, but to my amazement, he was very receptive of the idea. Bill told me he'd have to get
permission from management and would let me know. KPFK management said they'd have to check
with their FCC Council to find out whether or not this would be legal or even advisable. This was back
in 1961 and this part of the process was long and painful for me. Here, this wonderful carrot had been
dangled in front of me and was just close enough that I could see and smell it yet it was far enough
that I couldn't grab it!
Periodically I’d call Bill to ask if he’d heard anything. I was really afraid of becoming a pest and afraid
he’d ask me to stop annoying him. Instead, Bill was always patient and very cordial towards me. After
almost a year of waiting I became so frustrated that I finally called Bill with the intent of saying
something like, let's forget it because I know it's not going to happen.
Before I could get a word out Bill told me that he had just heard from the station's management and
their FCC attorneys and that it was approved. He said there were some stipulations that we'd have to
work with: One, I could not have access to the building unless I was accompanied by a station
engineer or until such time as I obtained a First Class Radio Telephone license. Second, I would

need to get a Forestry Permit before installing the repeater in the building. A few months later I had
my First Class Radio Telephone License.
An agreement was drawn up and blessed by the station's management and attorneys. Several years
later, and many managers later, the agreement was modified by Pacifica’s Corporate office, which
gave me more room and more freedom for the repeater. The agreement states, "...in exchange for a
valuable consideration..." The consideration was that I'd help with transmitter issues as needed. That
agreement is still in effect and I still help when I can in spite of being well beyond my “Sell Before”
date.
Bill Acord helped me get the Forestry Permit, and Skip Benediktson, the local Forest Ranger in
charge of the Mt. Wilson Electronics Area helped to get the permit application through all the red tape.
Part of the Forestry Permit application required an “On-Air Test” for any interference. I had to notify all
Mt. Wilson Forestry Permit holders 30-days in advance of the test by Certified Mail with a Return
Receipt requested, and they in turn had to notify me of any interference. The test began on
December 14, 1962 and went through January 2nd, 1963. There was one problem which was
resolved by moving the repeater transmitter from the original application frequency of 146.50 MHz to
146.40 MHz. There were no other problems and on January 2nd, 1963 the repeater had a full
blessing from Forestry and was allowed to begin regular operation.
WA6TDD originally received on 145.424 MHz. The reason for the strange input frequency is simple:
Steve Jensen, W6RHM had a Stoddard NM-30 Interference Meter (a fancy Instrumentation receiver)
and a Heathkit Pawnee that covered 2-Meters. Using both of these, Steve and I tuned around until we
found a spot that was consistently low in noise and intermodulation products from other equipment on
Mt. Wilson. Once we found a spot we measured the frequency with a Gertsch FM-7, rounded it off to
the nearest Kilocycle (kHz) and proclaimed it the input. Several years later a FM input was added at
145.195 MHz.
By the fall of 1972 the 2-Meter band had become loaded with repeaters that had popped up on
random frequencies. Out of necessity there was this really big Frequency Coordination meeting held
and all of the 2-Meter repeaters in Southern California would have to fall into the new plan. No one
was allowed to leave until all the repeaters had a frequency pair that fell within the plan. I couldn't
(wouldn't) move the output because of the Forestry Permit issues, but I finally agreed to move the
input - But, I needed both an AM input and a FM input. After a lot of lively discussion, and I suppose
because everyone was getting hungry and wanted to go home, I was coordinated on 147.42 for the
AM input and 147.435 for the FM input with 146.40 remaining as the output for both. The transmitter
was 100% AM modulated, and simultaneously about 3 kHz FM deviation. The AM input went away a
few years later leaving only the FM input on 147.435 MHz. That's how the odd input and output
frequencies came about.
We had a lot of family events such as Operation Santa Clause, T-Hunts and of course, regular
breakfasts, lunches, dinners, picnics, and the infamous Craig Robbins’ (WA6RAT / WB6FVC)
Chicken Fests – actually any opportunity to eat. While we had a lot of fun and probably got into our
fair share of mischief, everyone was pretty respectful of each other.
We rarely had the problems that the .435 repeater currently has the reputation for. However, as with
any large group, there were a few jerks. (Personally, I'd rather have people think well of me.)

Please take a look at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ik6LUs60S9c
And then:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pjJfz8RHsg
The two video clips were made without any preparation. I didn't know about it until Bob Jensen
(W6VGQ) (SK) came over to our home, stuffed a mic in my face and said, "Burt, Tell us about the
repeater."
*Please see the sidebar in Bill Pasternak's article telling how I met Art & Millie Gentry. It can be found
at: http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Technology/tis/info/pdf/pasterna.pdf.
Dan Saltzman, WB6MVP has built a website dedicated to the history of the WA6TDD / WR6ABE repeater. It
can be found at: http://wa6tdd.tripod.com/

A lot of the original WA6TDD / WR6ABE repeater is still in my garage.

Burt, K6OQK
biwa@att.net
www.biwa.cc
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In Deep Appreciation…
Before I tell you about the repeater I want to take a moment to give thanks and credit to a lot of
people who made it all possible.
The user base for the repeater consisted of many people with diverse and extraordinary technical
backgrounds. They were always there and willing to share their knowledge at a time when it was
needed.
There were many people along the way that helped by not only donating equipment, time, money and
knowledge, but also by making sure that I ate and stayed healthy.
Art (W6MEP) and Millie (K6JJN) Gentry were longtime friends who had a lot of patience with this
annoying kid. Art was a wonderful mentor as well as a close personal friend and advisor about more
than just radio. Their passing has been a great personal loss for me.
To Bill Acord, KPFK’s chief engineer at the time the repeater moved to Mt. Wilson. Bill really is the
person that made it happen. To Don Wilson (K6DSW) who later became KPFK’s chief engineer and
was very supportive of the repeater. Don helped in accomplishing many of the upgrades including
moving the repeater’s antenna to the top of the tower.
And to Dan Saltzman (WB6MVP), a longtime friend who so graciously offered to a put together a web
page about the early history of the repeater.
I sincerely thank all of you.

Burt Weiner, K6OQK – biwa@att.net

“HOW I DID IT”
The WA6TDD repeater grew out of my interest in broadcast engineering. Over the years it evolved
from home-brewed and modified military surplus equipment and old two-way radio gear, to used
broadcast radio and television station equipment.
The repeater was a versatile system. It was a lot more than just a receiver and transmitter connected
together. The more that I could make it do, the more I wanted to add to it. I could turn on a mic inside
the rack to hear the repeater’s relays clunking as well as other sounds inside the building, and we
certainly did hear some truly thought provoking sounds and squealing. It grew from a single rack to
three racks full of stuff and a transmitter that took up just as much floor space, as well as the top of
the broadcast station's tower - with the station's blessing.
Duplex mode made it possible to mix in sounds such as the endless tape cartridge of the cricket with
certain victim stations. I remember one station that almost tore his house apart looking for the cricket
that he heard only on his signal while operating duplex through the repeater. Strange, it was only on
when he was on. I remember my Grandmother telling me not to mix in.
Through the control link’s duplex mode we could run multiple ID's from tape cartridges to fit the
season. There was also a cart that ran repeater ID's in every language in which we could get them
recorded. Kelly Lange of Channel 4 News fame was the "Repeater Lady", although she never knew it
until after the fact and then wanted to know, "What’s this about a peter on a mountain???” She had
been asked to record an I.D. for something that made no sense to her but graciously did it anyway.
Two people who found a way to take advantage of the capabilities of the repeater were Jim “Woody”
Wood (K6BXW) and Bill Butler Sr. (W6BFA). With the help of the many Hams that worked with them
so unselfishly they put together “Operation Santa”, not only on the WA6TDD repeater but also the
K6MYK repeater. Woody and Bill found a way to make the two repeater's separate and combined
coverage and penetration do a good thing to bring a smile to a lot of kids that might otherwise have
had a sad and lonely Christmas.
WA6TDD and K6MYK were two totally separate repeaters, but one big family. I know that Art and I
shared in the feeling that the intent was for us all to enjoy and learn from each other.
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The equipment in the rack starting from the top is: The greatly modified ARC-4 transmitter, the 35
mm Mag-stripe MCW ID loop, a monitor speaker and amplifier, the repeater logic including a VeederRoot "Beep counter", the audio mixer and early AGC audio processing, the remote control relay
interface strip, and the ARC-1 receiver and it's power supply. On the shelf to the left is the BC-348
receiver used as the 2nd I.F. for the ARC-1.
In spite of all this lacking anything closely resembling “state of the art” for the time, as a repeater it
worked quite well. Of course, being on Mt. Wilson didn’t hurt.
The ARC-4 was modified for higher fidelity using UTC wideband audio input and modulation
transformers and the modulator’s circuitry was copied from a Williamson Ultra High Fidelity Audio
Amplifier. The transmitter output was about 9 Watts. The 35 mm Mag-Stripe film used for the ID loop
had holes punched in it using a single-hole paper punch. A small piece of silver solder used as a
spring contact was the keying lead. The Mag-Stripe rode between that contact and a grounded block
of silver from an arc projector carbon clamp that was donated by a Ham/projectionist at a local drivein theater. The automatic control for the repeater was diode-relay logic with capacitors for timing the
transmitter carrier control delays and "Beeps". The audio chassis mixed the beep level, the MCW ID,
the local mic, the link receiver, and the 2-Meter receiver levels. The audio AGC was pretty much a
copy of Art Gentry's K6MYK repeater audio processor.
The wire-line remote control used a D.C. pair from the phone company. D.C. on the line would cause
the repeater to be enabled and come on the air. A short reverse D.C. pulse would cause the audio to
transfer to... well, nothing. At that time there wasn't anything for it to transfer to, but it would do it
anyway, basically muting the audio. A 10-second loss of D.C. would cause the system to turn off.
The ARC-1 is sitting on its side near the lower left side of the rack. You can see a shorted stub tuner
sticking out of its antenna connection to the right past the edge of the rack. This was the only
protection the receiver had from the transmitter other than the antenna's approximately 100' of
vertical separation. The ARC-1 receiver was pretty broad so I decided to use my trusty BC-348
receiver which had an added TNS (Twin Noise Squelch), as a second I.F. combination squelch and
noise limiter. It was tuned to the ARC-1's I.F., somewhere around 9700 KC. This had a most
unexpected result.
One evening a monster carrier came on the input of the WA6TDD repeater. To simply say that it was
really strong wouldn’t have begun to do it justice. The strongest signals on the input could only make
a small heterodyne against it. Everyone was calling everyone on the phone -- “Can you hear it???!!!”
No one could hear it, which was strange considering how strong it was into the repeater. After about
30 minutes audio came on and it identified. We were greeted with, “Columbia, The Gem of The
Ocean”. It was the Voice of America running a bazillion or so watts on 9705 KC from their Delano,
California transmitter and walking through the very poorly shielded I.F. cable between the ARC-1 and
the BC-348.
The large EICO VTVM sitting on the shelf and a Heathkit Signal Tracer were the only pieces of test
equipment that I owned. Later, Woody, K6BXW donated a set of EICO Audio and RF signal
generators to my collection. I still have them.
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The audio transfer button operated an Automatic Electric OCS Binary switch in the repeater's audio
deck. This was a gazillion pole two position switch that would toggle from one position to the other
with each command pulse. Stepper position # 3 raise on the remote control operated the transfer
function the same as the audio transfer button. Stepper position # 3 lower operated a second OCS
Binary switch and toggled "Duplex" mode on and off. Duplex mode mixed the control link audio in with
the 2-Meter receiver instead of hard switching between the two. This allowed the control operator to
work duplex through the repeater.
I wanted to be able to control the repeater without always having to go into the radio room, so I
modified an old TV supersonic remote control box to operate the repeater’s control system from
around our small home. The channel up and down controlled the stepper switch position and the
volume up and down controlled the raise and lower functions. The TV remote control receiver’s relays
simply paralleled the front panel controls in the repeater’s remote control system at home.
One day a group of Hams from another repeater asked how I controlled the WA6TDD repeater. I
invited them over so I could show them. When they arrived I took the TV remote control, opened the
front door and pointed it towards Mt. Wilson and proceeded to control the repeater for them. Before
this, I’d heard about, but I’d never actually seen anyone’s eyes bug out of their head. To say they
were amazed would be a gross understatement. After a few minutes I told them the truth and showed
them the actual controller. I was glad to see that they also had a sense of humor. I suspect they are
still laughing and shaking their heads.
I wanted something more reliable than the supersonic TV controller. I finally built a small, portable
control box that was on a 50 foot cable connected to the remote control system. It had a speaker, mic
jack, telephone dial and switches that duplicated all of the basic functions of the main controller. I
could drag it around and control the repeater from anywhere in the house. Even from in there. I still
have the control unit safely tucked away.
Sometime around 1979 I acquired a RCA TVM-1, a 1-Watt 7 GHz broadcast television microwave
system. Since the microwave transmitter and receiver both had cavity type frequency meters we were
able to measure the operating frequencies. With the help of Al Hitterdal (W6ILL), Klystrons were
found that put the transmitter in the 5650-5925 MHz Amateur Band, but getting the receiver down into
the Ham Band was a problem. We couldn’t find a Klystron that would work as the receiver's L.O. for
the Ham Band. We discovered that a Klystron intended for the transmitter would work on the needed
frequency when installed in the receiver. Apparently the Klystron would jump mode with the lower
voltage of the receiver and we were able to get the correct L.O. injection of Fc+130 (MHz). This
became the repeater’s control link or STL, which in this case stood for "Shack-Transmitter-Link.
There was a problem with the microwave’s I.F. being 20-Plus MHz wide and centered on 130 MHz.
The microwave receiver was being interfered with by the 146.40 MHz output of the repeater. This was
quickly resolved by a “spontaneously crafted” 146.40 MHz series resonant trap to ground at the
output BNC connector of the microwave receiver's down-converter. This filter totally removed the
interference to the microwave receiver.
Another interesting problem arose when we discovered that if the microwave receiver lost signal,
such as during a deep fade or power interruption at home, the AFC would drive the Klystron around
searching for signal, and eventually to the point where the Klystron dropped out of oscillation and the
receiver would quit. In the beginning this meant a trip to Mt. Wilson to turn the AFC off and then back
on. I built a carrier operated relay that sensed when the carrier dropped below a pre-determined level
and would disable the AFC keeping the receiver at its' nominal center. This completely resolved the
problem, which was a good thing because it was a long drive from Woodland Hills to Mt. Wilson.
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t maintain
n the repea
ater’s contro
ol system during our settling in,, I set up a
temp
porary micrrowave tran
nsmitter on a tripod in our patio.
From
m here the
e 34 mile lo
ong microw
wave shot to Mt. Wilsson was a
an optical p
path from tthe ground.
Coin
ncidentally, the differe
ence in patth azimuth between o
our previouss home an
nd our new
w home was
s
onlyy 0.4 degree
e and the difference in
n elevation angle
a
was less than 0
0.3 degree. The receivved signal at
a
Mt. Wilson was
s so strong
g and reliab
ble from this location that it even worked w
with the fee
ed removed
d
m the receiv
ve dish at Mt.
M Wilson. The transm
mitter outpu
ut was just a tad overr 1 Watt and the 6-foo
ot
from
dish
h had a gain
n of 40 dB at
a this frequ
uency. Micrrowave is re
eally neat sstuff!

Burtt, K6OQK

The Great Erection
The biggest improvement to the repeater's coverage came in 1975 when we put a Phelps Dodge
Storm Master Antenna on the top of the tower and fed it with 225 feet of 1-5/8" Heliax. The Storm
Master, a heavy duty version of their Super Station Master series of antennas, had a gain of 5.2 dB
and was custom built by Phelps Dodge to have 1.5 degrees of electrical tilt and mounted to have
another 1.5 degrees of mechanical tilt towards Long Beach. The antenna was 20 feet long and the
base of the antenna was 178 feet above ground level. This got us well above nearby terrain that until
now had partially shielded us to the east. We also became the station's lightning rod.
In order to do this we needed an analysis of the tower by a structural engineer licensed in Los
Angeles. Fortunately I had the original “as built” schematic and calculations for the tower and
foundation from Dresser-IDECO. As luck would have it, Jerry Walker (WA6LLX) was a structural
engineer with the necessary credentials and was on the repeater. The tower was blessed to carry the
additional loading with our antenna on top of the tower in accordance with Los Angeles County
requirements.
We were not able to do the work with the FM broadcast station on the air at full power, so
arrangements were made to lower the power to 1000 Watts between 12 Midnight and 6 AM.
Around 6 PM people started showing up with campers and motor homes so that all in attendance,
especially the tower riggers, would have some of the comforts of home including food - a lot of food!
There was great camaraderie working for long hours up on top of the tower with a crew full of beans,
steaks, hot dogs, hamburgers, and as Bob Thornburg (WB6JPI) who was on the ground at the bottom
of the tower will attest, beverages.
Picture # 1 was taken about a week after the antenna went up while adding a few final
embellishments during the daytime. It shows the crew - Burt (K6OQK), Orlo (K6SUJ), and Mike
(WB6RHW). We were able to do this during the daytime because we also replaced an element on the
FM broadcast antenna. You can see the repeater’s 1-5/8" transmission line going up the right leg of
the tower.
Picture # 2 shows the antenna support that was made to interface the top splice-plate of the tower to
the antenna. The base plate is 3/4" thick with a 3" support pipe about 4 feet long. The arc welding
was certified and the entire mount was Hot-Dipped Galvanized after fabrication. You can see the top
end of the 1-5/8" line and the pig-tail lead. Due to the high RF, it was necessary to bond the top of the
Heliax and the pigtail at several locations to the tower to keep it from going up in flames. Quite often
we'd be asked about the repeater’s power. I remember more than once stating that it was running
close to 110,000 Watts. This was true. It was close enough to 110,000 Watts to burn stuff up.
However, the repeater itself ran about 100 Watts ERP.
About a year later we had a major storm and the antenna iced up pretty bad. This was discussed with
Phelps Dodge and they suggested we paint the antenna with black epoxy paint. We did that and
never had another incident of the antenna icing up. As far as we could determine there was no
degradation in the antenna's performance by painting it.

Bob, WB6JPI & Russ WA6DUC.

The antenna on its way up the towerr.

A6OPO, ?, WB6QFR, WA6DUC, WB6JPI, W
WB6MVP, W6ILL, ?, H
HC2RP, ?, ?
?, WA
Som
me of the folks who sho
owed up to
o admire the
e aftermath of the Great Erection.

Picture # 1
Bu
urt (K6OQK
K), Mike (WB6RHW) and Orlo (K6
6SUJ) putting final em
mbellishmen
nts on the W
WA6TDD /
WR6A
ABE Repea
ater’s Storm
m Master An
ntenna in itts new hom
me.

Picture # 2
The
e WA6TDD
D / WR6ABE
E Antenna Base at the
e top of the tower on Mt. Wilson.

The Circular Antenna and 1200 Watts
About 1980 The Jampro Antenna Company in Sacramento built a single bay, center mounted
Circularly Polarized antenna specifically for the WA6TDD / WR6ABE repeater. It temporarily replaced
the Storm Master vertical-only antenna and was located about 8 feet above the top of the tower. This
was a great transmit antenna, even at low power, but did not work out well for receiving due to its low
gain, about -3 dB. With the single bay circular antenna the ERP of the system went from 100 Watts to
about 13 Watts. But even with this lower ERP there was a remarkable improvement in the coverage
and penetration of the repeater’s signal. For example – I used to work in a building in the Wilshire
area that had 5 floors of underground parking. With the Storm Master I would completely lose the
signal about 20 feet after driving into the parking entrance. With the circular antenna and the 13 Watts
ERP I could carry it solid to the end of the 1st level and hear it intermittently down to the 5th level.
Those who regularly drove the Santa Ana Canyon and the Sepulveda Pass, as well as other canyon
passes commented on how consistent and reliable the signal was compared to the Storm Master.
People listening to the repeater on Radio Shack Patrolman radios said that they no longer had to
keep the radios near a window, the repeater could be heard reliably anywhere in their home.
Some people bitterly complained that the repeater was no longer “20 over 9”, it was now only “10
over 9”. They couldn’t grasp the idea that reliability and penetration over wide coverage was more
important than simple signal strength. Had the circular antenna worked as well for receive as it did for
transmit we could’ve simply increased the transmitter power. Unfortunately, the antenna aperture was
physically very small and with its -3 dB gain, it just didn’t work for receiving. Thought was given to
mounting both the Station Master and the Jampro at the top of the tower, but this presented both
pattern and structural issues that made such an endeavor undesirable. A multiple bay circular
antenna was also considered but this presented structural issues at the time so we finally went back
to the Station Master antenna.
Just for the fun of it, and for a short time, we fed the Jampro antenna with a RCA BTF-1C FM
Broadcast transmitter. The RCA transmitter was easy to modify for 2-Meters. The exciter was a Marti
RPT-40 RPU transmitter that easily tuned to 2-Meters. The Marti drove the parallel 4-125-A tubes in
the RCA’s driver stage. The final was a grounded-grid 5762 Triode. It delivered 1200 Watts into the 15/8 inch transmission line to the antenna giving an ERP of about 500 Watts. Due to the high power
we couldn’t use the duplexer so the receiver was connected to the auxiliary antenna just adjacent to
the building with only half of the duplexer being used as a bandpass for 147.435 MHz and a notch at
146.40 MHz.
During this time I received a phone call from a Ham in Santa Barbara. He told me about moving his
office from one room to another in a single story office building. He was using a Bearcat scanner to
listen to the repeater. When he disconnected the antenna the repeater was still full quieting. He
wanted to know what the heck we were running.

Belo
ow is a pictu
ure of the WA6TDD
W
re
epeater circ
ca 1969 takken in my ho
ome workshop. The re
epeater had
d
been
n brought down
d
for a major re-w
working. Tw
wo weeks l ater it was back on M
Mt. Wilson. The two 7’
7
rackks were scro
ounged from one of th
he TV statio
ons on Mt. W
Wilson.
The equipmentt from top to
t bottom in the left ra
ack is the o
original rem
mote contro
ol telemetryy generatorr,
the ARC-4 10 Watt AM auxiliary transmitter
t
(with the two large meters), a converted
d G.E. Pregress 420 MHz 1 Watt
W
telem
metry link transmitter,
t
, the remo
ote controlled modulation leve
el
Prog
adju
ustment, the
e 100 Watt AM Main trransmitter with
w a 4CX2
250-B final modulated
d by a pair o
of 807's and
d
the p
power supp
ply for the 100
1 Watt tra
ansmitter.
In th
he right rack
k starting at
a the top arre the 2-Me
eter AM recceiver that h
had the 8 kkHz Collins Mechanica
al
Filte
er, the mic pre-amp fo
or the "insid
de the rack
k" micropho
one, the audio processsing and lo
ogic chassis
s
for tthe repeate
er, the wide
e-band 420
0 control lin
nk receiverr, the remo
ote control deck conta
aining a 26
6
posiition steppe
er and the super-sonic
s
c tone deco
oders for th
he Step, Re
eset, Raise
e and Lowe
er functions
s,
and a 24 Volt DC
D power supply.
s
e.
Mosst of this equipment is still stored in racks in my garage

Burtt, K6OQK

The repeater was
w constan
ntly going th
hrough tech
hnical chan ges and ne
ever looked
d the same twice. This
pictu
ure was tak
ken in 1975 by JA1FQO who mad
de a specia
al trip from JJapan to se
ee the repeater. By
this time it had become an
n FM only repeater.
r
The equipmentt in the left rack from the
t top: The
e Motorola 30-D auxiliiary transm
mitter that w
was modified
d
for d
direct FM, the Motorola
a 140-D ma
ain transmittter also mo
odified for d
direct FM and it's powe
er supply, a
pane
el containin
ng a 5 kHz low-pass audio
a
filter that preced
ded both trransmitters, a G.E. Prre-Prog 420
0
rece
eiver that was
w used as
a the link receiver, th
he FM Sen
nsicon-A re
eceiver’s me
etering pan
nel, and the
e
Sensicon-A rec
ceiver’s pow
wer supply and motorized remote
e squelch ccontrol.
The equipmentt in the righ
ht rack from
m the top: A CBS FM Volumax tthat limited the peak d
deviation to
o
4.5 kHz without clipping, the audio
o processin
ng and log
gic controlle
er, the con
ntrol link's super-sonic
c
conttrol tone de
ecoder and control log
gic, the 24 VDC powe
er supply; A strange drum record
der from the
e
telep
phone com
mpany that was
w modifie
ed for voice
e ID's that could be re
ecorded ovver the conttrol link, the
e
interrface for th
he drum re
ecorder, and a 247-B touch-tone
e decoder that was ttuned to no
on-standard
d
toucch-tone freq
quencies to control the
e system via
a telephone
e.

Th
he WR6ABE
E / WA6TD
DD repeaterr as it looke
ed in 1980
At th
he top of th
he right rac
ck is the cu
ustom FM repeater re
eceiver that was built by Ray Vo
on Neuman
n
K6P
PUW, Ed Fa
arley W6EF
F, Bob Thorrnburg WB6
6JPI, and B
Burt Weinerr K6OQK. T
There was n
nothing tha
at
coulld compare
e with this re
eceiver’s ab
bility to hea
ar extremelyy weak sign
nals in such
h a harsh e
environment
as M
Mt. Wilson. The two un
nits in the lo
ower left witth the gree n panels arre the TVM
M-1 microwa
ave receiver.

Thiss is the WA
A6TDD / WR6ABE Re
epeater circ
ca 1981. Im
mmediately to my back is the mo
odified RCA
A
BTF
F-1C FM Brroadcast Trransmitter that
t
made 1200
1
Wattss on 2-Mete
ers. The repeater’s du
uplexer is at
a
the ttop left of th
he picture. In the foreg
ground on the left is KP
PFK’s micrrowave and
d control racck.

The WR6ABE / WA6TDD STL (Shac
ck Transmittter Link) in
n Woodland
d Hills circa 1981. In th
he right rack
k
at th
he top is the RCA TVM
M-1 Microw
wave transm
mitter contrrol unit. Below that are
e the 6.8 an
nd 6.2 MHz
z
soun
nd channels modulato
ors, and below that is the
t Moseleyy PBR-30 rremote control. The co
ontrol unit in
n
the bottom of the rack wa
as a spare unit.
u
The eq
quipment in
n the left ra
ack was vid
deo equipm
ment that fed
d
microwave’’s video cha
annel in the
e hopes tha
at somedayy we’d figure
e out some
ething fun to
o do with it.
the m

WA6TDD / WR6ABE Audio Logging and Monitoring

This picture shows the monitoring and audio logging equipment that was in use about 1969. The
monitor receiver is a G.E. ER-1A. The two meters at the top were hooked to the receiver, one to
monitor modulation and the other to monitor center frequency. The system was regularly calibrated
against a Gertsch FM-7. The ER-1A receiver was later modified to bring out the 20-30 Hz sub-audible
telemetering signal from the discriminator.
Below the speakers are two Warwick ARN-174 Military audio logger recorders that were used prior to
the monster logger. The Warwick recorders used a 7” reel of 2” wide tape that lasted 24 hours each
when running continuous. We keyed the motor from a carrier operated relay to save tape. I still have
one of the Warwick units and about 15 or so reels of recorded tape from the WA6TDD / WR6ABE
repeater.

Thiss is a pictu
ure of the later
l
versio
on of the Audio
A
Logg
ger for the repeater. The basic unit was a
Soundscriber S-124
S
dona
ated to the project by Marv Colliins, W6OQ
QI who wass the chief engineer at
a
5
KFI Radio. It used 2" wide tape on 3" reels.. Each 3" reel would normally last 24 hours and 15
minu
utes. A carrrier operate
ed relay was connecte
ed in series with the So
oundscriber’s motor le
eads so tha
at
it on
nly recorded
d when the repeater was
w on the air.
a

The 14” Monster Audio Log
gger
It wa
as decided that a metthod of rec
cording long
ger time pe
eriods was needed. So we proce
eeded to go
o
direcctly towards
s insanity and
a use 14”” reels of Video Tape. The spindlles were fro
om an Amp
pex 2" Quad
d
vide
eotape mac
chine. Harry
y Wells, W6
6YLC machined and fitted the sspindles to two washin
ng machine
e
moto
ors and mo
ounted them
m to 3/16" thick rack panels. Ho
oldback ten
nsion on the
e top, supp
ply reel was
s
acco
omplished by applyin
ng about 1 VDC to the motorr. The botttom, take--up reel te
ension was
s
acco
omplished by applying
g about 6 VAC
V
to the motor. The
ere was no
o rewind orr fast forwa
ard because
e
we ffeared for our
o lives.
With
h the 14" vid
deotape ree
els we could record 30
0-40 days ccontinuous.. The proble
em now became - how
w
did you go ba
ack about two or thre
ee weeks to find so mething th
hat someon
ne thoughtt may have
e
happ
pened arou
und a certa
ain time. We
W couldn't. It took too
o much time. On more than one
e occasion I
invitted people who wanted somethin
ng from the log tape to
o come and
d find it themselves. T
They usually
y
tookk one look at
a the logge
er and ran away.
a
If yo
ou look at about
a
the 2:00
2
positio
on on the bottom
b
reell you can ssee where pieces of paper were
e
slipp
ped betwee
en layers of
o tape. The
ese pieces of paper h
had dates a
and times written on them when
n
interresting things took pla
ace. Even with
w that it was
w still a rreal headacche to go and retrieve something.
It fin
nally came down to tha
at if someth
hing interes
sting happe
ened we wo
ould grab it out of the logger right
awa
ay and dub it to a cassette.
A so
omewhat hu
umorous side story is that in the process of trying to lo
ocate 14" re
eels of tape
e a call went
out on the repeater. Shortly afterwa
ards reels started
s
to m
mysteriouslyy appear o
on our frontt door step
p.
After a couple
e of months
s of this th
here was more
m
tape than we ccould've ever used. I got on the
e
repe
eater nume
erous times thanking whoever
w
wa
as deliverin
ng the tape and asked
d them to p
please stop
p.
The mysterious
s deliveries
s increased
d. There we
ere times I could not get through
h the front door in the
e
morning becau
use of the pile
p of reels. There were no label s on the ta
apes that m
might have g
given a clue
e
o where th
hey were co
oming from
m and they had been bulk erased. Finally tthe midnigh
ht deliveries
s
as to
stop
pped just as
s they had started.
s
And
d yes, I still have the S
S-124 Soun
ndscriber.

A basic
b
Sound
dscriber mo
odel S-124

K6OQK Pounding
g on the rep
peater - The RCA Metthod of Rep
pair
Actually, I was
w installin
ng the first WA6TDD
W
FM
F receiverr, a Motorolla Sensicon
n A that liste
ened on
145
5.195 MHz.

In th
he rack to the
t right is the WA6T
TDD Voice ID Cart syystem that w
was located
d at our ho
ome. It sen
nt
audiio to Mt. Wilson
W
via the
t
the 420
0 MHz Con
ntrol Link in the syste
em’s duple
ex mode. It worked by
y
senssing silence
e on the rep
peater for 5 seconds before
b
trigge
ering itself and was lo
ocked out from sending
g
more than one
e ID in 5 miinutes. The
e repeater had
h to alrea
ady be on the air in o
order for it tto trigger. It
wou
uld not bring
g it up by ittself. The carts
c
were standard
s
NA
AB carts w
with the excception thatt they had a
Hz tone at the end off the messa
age to relea
ase the sysstem. In th
he left rack is the orig
ginal remote
e
25 H
conttrol and below that is a second ra
adio controller that wass built. Sorrry the picture is so bad
d.

Thiss is the WA
A6TDD / WR
R6ABE con
ntrol system
m and some
e of the perripheral aud
dio gear loccated at our
hom
me in Woodland Hills circa 1975 AD.
A By this time we ha
ad gone from the monster logger back to the
e
stan
ndard Soundscriber log
ggers for prractical reas
sons.
For more details see:
watch?v=Ik6
6LUs60S9c
c
http://www.youtube.com/w
And then:
watch?v=_p
pjJfz8RHsg
http://www.youtube.com/w
Or, yyou can go to www.yo
outube.com and do a search
s
for W
WA6TDD or K6OQK.

Art and Millie Gentry
By Burt Weiner, K6OQK
From QST Magazine March 2004

I must have arrived on Earth with an inborn interest in radio. It didn’t develop; it was just there from
the very beginning. It so happened that my folks were close friends with Sam and Mildred Balter. Sam
was a sports announcer on radio and television and quite aware of my interest in radio. One day,
when I was about 5 years old, Sam took me to work with him and introduced me to some of the
announcers and engineers.
This one event probably did more to turn my interest toward broadcasting than anything else. I went
back to the station as often as I could talk someone into taking me. When I was old enough I would
take the bus to the station. I went almost every Saturday and Sunday and just “hung around.” I drove
people nuts! Some, but not all, of the engineers found it easier to give me something to do than to
make me go away. One of the engineers was named Art. I sensed that Art thought I really should be
home, or at least somewhere else. When I saw Art coming I’d make it a point to be somewhere else.
This was an often-repeated ritual.
When I was in junior high school, I received my ham call, KN6OQK, and found my way to 2 meters.
Then one day I heard this “thing.” It just stayed on the air and I could hear people talking to each
other. Not only that, from time to time it beeped. I listened for a few days and finally figured out that
this “thing” was called a repeater. I discovered the input frequency and climbed aboard. I remember a
female voice welcoming me. Her name was Millie, K6JJN.
Millie’s husband, whoever he was, had built the repeater thing. One day I struck up a conversation
with Millie’s husband, Art, W6MEP. Art and I got on well together. It never dawned on me, and I’m
sure not to Art either, just who either of us really were. At least I never put the two Arts together. I was
still going to the station, but just not as often now. The distant relationship with the Art at the station
remained.
One day a ham radio buddy told me he was going out to visit Art and Millie and invited me to go along.
We arrived about four in the afternoon. Art had just called Millie on the radio to let her know he was
leaving work. Who knew what he did for a living? I certainly didn’t! She handed me the microphone
and told me to keep Art company. We had a great time. Art was telling me about the “repeater thing”
and “how he did it.”
As Art got closer to home I was getting really excited. I was finally going to meet him. I heard the car
pull into the driveway. I heard the car door open and close, then foot-steps, then the kitchen door
opened, and there he was! Art’s mouth gaped! He just stared - in absolute disbelief. I was trapped in
a corner of the kitchen with nowhere to go! All the while Mille was staring strangely at both of us.
Then something happened. He slowly started to smile and slowly walked over to me and gave me a
hug, one of the warmest hugs ever. This was the beginning of a very special bond between Millie, Art
and myself that would last a lifetime.
On May 10, 1996, Art passed away. Millie joined him on August 5 the same year. I miss them more
than words can describe. They changed my life in a way I could never have imagined.

